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Public Parks, Private Gardens: Paris to Provence  
By Joyce Tomaselli, CCEDC Community Horticulture Resource Educator 

A recent visit to the Metropolitan Museum of Art included a stop at an excellent exhibit on the 
dramatic horticultural boom of parks and gardens in France in the nineteenth century.  

 

Claude Monet (French, 1840-18926) 
The Garden at Sainte-Adresse, 1867 
Oil on canvas 
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In the nineteenth century artists stared celebrating outdoors as place of inspiration. At the same 
time botanists were exploring the world and sending ships filled exotic plants back to Europe. 
Scientists were starting to experiment with hybridization. Green public spaces were created in 
cities such as Paris. This exhibit follows the horticultural changes that followed and their 
influence on Naturalism, Impressionism and Art Nouveau. 

As defined by Miriam Webster, horticulture is “the science 
and art of growing fruits, vegetables, flowers, or ornamental 
plants”. Horticulture is practiced in our home gardens, 
commercial greenhouses, private estates, public gardens 
and parks and grand landscapes. In Paris, in the mid-1800’s 
it transformed the city.  

 

 

 

Emperor Napoleon III made building new parks and gardens for Paris a top priority, particularly 
in the neighborhoods far from the center, where the few public parks of the city were all located. 
He assembled a skilled team including a gardener-in-chief, a hydraulic engineer and chief 
architect who in seventeen years created 1,835 hectares (over 4,500 acres) of new parks and 
gardens, including four major parks in each corner of the city and dozens of small gardens in 
every neighborhood, and planted tens of thousands of trees.  

The exhibit at the MET illustrates the role of parks and gardens in French life during this period. 
Paintings, drawings, photographs, prints, illustrated books and objects from the MET’s and 
private collections are assembled. Here are just a few of the items I found amazing.  
 
 

 
 
Vincent van Gogh (Dutch, 1853–1890)               Claude Monet (French, 1840-1926)                 Vincent van Gogh  
Sunflowers, 1887                      Bouquet of Sunflowers, 1881                           Irises, 1890 
Oil on canvas                      Oil on canvas                                    Oil on canvas 

 
The exhibit runs until July 29, 2018, Go to The MET Exhibitions Page to read more.   

Aristocratic shears, 1860s 

Hand-forged iron and chestnut 
 
Three-bladed topiary shears, 1860s 

Hand-forged iron and chestnut 
 

https://www.metmuseum.org/exhibitions/listings/2018/public-parks-private-gardens
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Watering cans, French, 19th century, Collection of Mark K. Morrison 
 
Top left: 
Watering can, ca 1875, Copper 
Watering can, ca 1885, Copper with brass handle  
Watering can, ca. 1840-55, Copper 

Gardeners could opt for attractive but inexpensive watering cans in metals such as steel 
or tin, as opposed to high-end copper models. The horizontal hold is a feature of heavy 
cans, made to lessen the load which is even weightier when filled.  

Top right: 
Nighttime watering can with candle holder, ca 1870, Copper with steel base 

The candle holder at the end of the long-spouted watering can was a bright idea for 
tending to plants at night. 

Watering can, ca 1875, Copper 
Watering can, ca 1885, Copper with brass handle  
Watering can, ca. 1840-55, Copper 

Gardeners could opt for attractive but inexpensive watering cans in metals such as steel 
or tin, as opposed to high-end copper models. The horizontal hold is a feature of heavy 
cans, made to lessen the load which is even weightier when filled.  

Center: 
Twin sprinkling rose watering cans, 1960s, Copper, brass, and steel 

This extremely rare matching pair, with spouts tailored for sprinkling water on delicate 
roses, facilitated the even coverage of adjacent flower beds. 
 

Descriptions from the exhibit.  
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Mary Cassatt (American, 1844–1926), 
Lilacs in a Window, ca. 1880–83  
Oil on canvas  

Emile Gallé  (French, 1846-1904),  
“Autumn Crocus” Vase, ca. 1900, 
 Glass 
 

Camille Corot (French, 1796-1875),  
In the Garden at the Ville d’Avray ca 1845 
Oil on canvas 

0 

Pierre Joseph Redouté (French, 1759-1840) 
Fritillaria imperialis, from Les Liliacées (Paris, 1802-16)  
Colored stipple engraving 

Photos provided by the author. The exhibit is more spectacular in person. 
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WHY ISN'T MY HYDRANGEA BLOOMING? 
Let's Explore Hardy Hydrangeas for Northeast Gardeners 

 

By Chris Ferrero, Master Gardener Volunteer 

 
At the Ask the Master Gardener desk at the Dutchess County Fair, on the weekly Master 
Gardener Hotline, or during myriad programs we present at libraries and garden clubs, this 
question always tops home gardeners' lists: Why won't my hydrangea bloom?  

The answer can be as complicated as the genus Hydrangea.  It starts with "That depends..." 

1.  It depends on whether your hydrangea is hardy for our Zone 5 winters. Most reputable 
nurseries and garden centers only sell appropriately rated hydrangea varieties, but it's 
imperative to check the plant stake before purchasing your shrub.  

For example, every spring the Big Box stores and supermarkets are full of gorgeous, 
greenhouse-grown gift hydrangeas called "florist hydrangeas", none of which are meant 
to be planted outdoors here. Their job is to grace your interior spaces until the flowers 
are done. The best you can expect out of a florist hydrangea next year is beautiful 
foliage, so be sure to check the tag for Zone 5 before you plant. 

2.  It depends on which Hydrangea species you're talking about. Of 23 commercially 
available in the US, only 6 are hardy to our northeastern climate. And they all have different 
needs... but.... 

...inevitably, you're asking about ONE species, 
macrophylla, the one with the big blue mopheads 
that are evoked in many people's minds when 
they hear "hydrangea". It's also the one that 
author Tim Boebel calls "the rebel of the plant 
world. They don't obey the rules." 

With Hydrangea macrophylla, the bigleaf hydrangea - 
both mophead or lacecap varieties - bloom depends on 
siting, nutrition, winter protection, and, well, an 
increasingly temperamental Mother Nature, who often 
renders ineffective even those things under our control. 

So you may have sited your macrophylla perfectly, in morning or filtered sunlight and afternoon 
shade...and you've given it moist, compost-rich soil and mulch and a nice, organic, slow-release 
acidic fertilizer in fall and spring... and you may still not get blooms in the spring.   

That's because these bigleaf hydrangeas primarily bloom on old wood - last year's stems - and 
the quickest way to sacrifice bloom the following spring is to cut the unsightly old wood to the 
ground in fall.  But even if you don't, the flower buds on your old stems are easily destroyed 
over the winter. Vibrant new growth emerges from the crown in spring, producing lovely foliage 
but no flowers.   

Macrophylla is traditionally a Zone 6 or warmer species, but breeders continuously strive to 
develop new varieties to survive colder winters. In 2004 the breakthrough "Endless Summer" 
macrophyllas were introduced, bred to bloom on both old and new wood, convincing us that we 

Hydrangea macrophylla is the least hardy of the 6 
hydrangea species that can survive northern winters. 

Photo: Wiki Commons 
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were guaranteed a spring show of blue mopheads. However, many gardeners have been 
disappointed by hardiness of their old wood, sparse bloom on new wood, and lackluster foliage. 

New smaller macrophyllas have been bred at a compact 
1-3', said to be somewhat easier to protect against the 
vagaries of winter, such as Proven Winners' "Cityline" 
series and Monrovia's "Forever and Ever" series. Let's 
hope for hardier macrophyllas to join them in local garden 
centers.  

So what Hydrangeas are more reliable bloomers 
for northern gardens? There are 5 that are 
hardier than macrophylla.  All thrive in moist, fertile, 

acidic soils, and benefit from mulching, even a natural 
leaf mulch. 

1.  Hydrangea serrata, the mountain hydrangea. A 
cousin of macrophylla but smaller at 3-4', serrata varieties are 
almost all charming lacecaps, and not only tolerate more 
sun but need it to produce beautiful fall color.  However, 
even with their better stem-hardiness, they need to be 
carefully sited to protect from winter winds. 

2.  Hydrangea arborescens, the smooth hydrangeas 
that bloom right after macrophylla. One of two hydrangea 
species native to the U.S., this is the one easiest to grow 
in the northeast. It tops out at 5', can make beautiful mass 
plantings (in fact, colonizes), and its gorgeous white 
mopheads make wonderful cut flowers, or dry on the 
shrub for winter interest. This one can take quite a bit of 
shade, and does not need pruning, but can benefit from 
selective pruning of stems - or even cutting to the ground 
- in early spring. "Annabelle" is an old favorite that still 
delights. 

3.  Hydrangea paniculata, the panicle hydrangeas, that 
may be the most rugged of all the hydrangeas. They 
include the big old-fashioned "pee-gees" (for Paniculata 
Grandiflora), typically trained to tree form. The huge, cone-
shaped flowers of this large family of summer-blooming 
hydrangeas often age from sparkling white to shades of 
pink.  They need more sun than other hydrangeas, and are 
more drought tolerant as well. They can take any kind of 
pruning - from none at all (which can result in a 7-10' shrub 
with wonderful trunk and branch forms), to selective 
pruning of stems, to full cut to the ground in early spring. 
Varieties include 'Limelight', whose blooms start out with a 
beautiful green glow before becoming white, 'Pinky Winky' 

Hydrangea serrata 'Bluebird' 

Photo: Wiki Commons 

Hydrangea aroborescens 'Incrediball' 
Photo: CCEDC MGV Chris Ferrero 
Photo: Wiki Commons 

Hydrangea paniculata "Tardiva", known for its upright flowers which age to shades of pink as do many paniculata varieties.   
Photo: CCEDC MGV Norma Chang 
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and 'Vanilla Strawberry' that play with pink flower reveals, 
and 'Quickfire' which blooms a couple weeks later and 
turns shades of red to complement red stems.  Paniculata 
varieties have a wide range of sizes -- even dwarf versions 
like 'Little Lime' and 'Little Quickfire' are readily available - 
so make sure to consult plant tags before purchase.  

Hydrangea anomola petiolaris, the climbing hydrangea. 
Like most perennial vines, it can take 3-5 years to 
establish and bloom, but it's the only one that tolerates 
shade. It blooms best in morning sun or bright light under a 
high tree canopy, which can be ideal if you have an old 
tree for it to climb. Woody stems cling by aerial rootlets, 
stretching out lateral branches to make it a 3-dimensional 
charmer covered with fragrant blooms. This vine can 
camouflage an old tree stump or ramble along an old rock 
wall. 

Hydrangea quercifolia, the oak leaf hydrangea. Three 
words: Four-season value. This U. S. native has 
gorgeous, huge panicles that turn from bright white in 
early summer to shades of rose and bronze through 
fall, but its enormous leaves are even more 
spectacular come fall. When they finally drop, after 
evolving through the fall palette to a deep burgundy, 
they reveal beautiful stems with a cinnamon exfoliating 
bark to decorate your gardens through winter. They 
tolerate a lot of shade, and benefit from a protected 
site. This species blooms on old wood, so early spring 
trimming of winterkill may be all it needs; try not to 
prune heavily till after bloom, in time to allow new buds 
to form for next year's flowers. The old favorite variety 
‘Alice' is still popular, as are new dwarf varieties like 
'Munchkin', 'Ruby Slippers' and 'Sike's Dwarf'. 

 

Want more on Hydrangeas?  Visit the Cornell Woody 
Plant Database   

Suggested reading: Michael Dirr's  "Hydrangeas for 
American Gardens" and Tim Boebel's "Hydrangeas in 
the North: Getting Blooms in the Northern Climates" 

 
 
Chris presents "Hydrangea Success for Northeast Gardens", an information-packed 1-hour 
presentation with dozens of beautiful slides to inspire home gardeners, at libraries, garden clubs 
and other groups. To schedule this and other presentations, email Joyce Tomaselli: 
jdt225@cornell.edu  

 

Hydrangea 
quercifolia, the 
Oak Leaf 
Hydrangea 
Photos: 
CCEDC MGVs  
Ira Haskell and 

Chris Ferrero 

Hydrangea anomola petiolaris, the 
Climbing Hydrangea 
Photo: Wiki Commons 

http://woodyplants.cals.cornell.edu/home
http://woodyplants.cals.cornell.edu/home
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Colors & Patterns with Style 
By Jane Starbala, CCEDC Master Gardener Volunteer  

 
At the Master Gardener Plant Sale on May 18th & 19th, we are offering 35 exciting Coleus 
varieties to enhance your garden containers and beds. Since September 2017, the Cuttings 
Project Team has been carefully tending coleus cuttings through their various stages of growth 
to get them prepared for this sale. We even ordered plugs to increase our offerings. We have 
about 1,100 coleus pots!!! As I write this, they are now being 
tended by the Greenhouse and Watering Teams, being ‘styled’ by 
the Annuals Primping Team, growing beautifully, and waiting to 
be purchased to go to their new homes.  

Some varieties are new to us; some are tried and true. They are 
different heights – from about 12 inches to almost three feet. We 
have tall uprights that could be used in a garden as a specimen 
plant, or in a planter as a center piece like ‘Finger Paint’, ‘Felix’ 
and ‘Song Bird’. Some are short trailers that will spill over pot 
edges or serve as ground covers like ‘Burgundy Wedding Train’ 
and ‘Pink Gem’. We offer fillers that round out a middle layer of a 
pot or act as transition plants in a garden bed such as ‘Violet 
Tricolor’ ‘Dark Star’ and ‘Chocolate Mint’ (yum….). 

 

And their colors! Wow! It is almost like opening a medium-size Crayola® box (except for blues 
and black, although ‘Dark Star’ is a deep burgundy-blackish color - close but still not black). 
Some are solid such as ‘Limelight’; some are bi-color with a second color on their edges or 
within their leaves in the form of patches, veins or streaks like ‘Delores’, ‘Rustic Orange’ and 
‘Electric Lime’. Many have a variety of colors within each leaf such as ‘Chaotic Rose’, ‘Pistachio 
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Nightmare’ and ‘Solar Flair’. (The multi colored ones are so much fun to work off of when 
designing and selecting the surrounding flower colors for your pots or beds.) 
 
We have large leafed varieties such as ‘Mariposa’, ‘Fishnet Stockings’ and ‘Dipt In Wine’. There 
are a variety of leaf contours: lanced, pillowed, smooth and heart shaped.  We offer varieties 
with many different leaf edge styles: deeply toothed (‘Kingwood Karnival’), saw-toothed (‘Felix’), 

ruffled (‘Limelight’), and scalloped (‘Beckwith’s Gem’) to 
name just a few. 
 
Their light requirements vary from sun to shade. Some 
show their colors better in one light level than another; 
other varieties don’t care what light they get – they just 
show off their unique colors and enhance any space you 
put them into. (Note: This info will be on their pot labels 
and on a large chart near the coleus which will list the 
varieties’ light requirements, approximate height and 
spread and their growth form.)   

 
Oh, I forgot about flowers. Not surprising – I am 
basically a leaf loving person. Yes, they do have 
slender spikes of light blueish or purplish white 
flowers, but with all the colors and patterns within the 
leaves, I personally just pinch them off.  
 
The coleus will be grouped on the sales floor 
according to their basic light requirements. (Note: 
Check for signs at the end of rows indicating sun or 
shade preference.) 
 
On behalf of the MG volunteers, we invite you to come see our wonderful collection, and find 
some you just can’t live without! 

 
 

JUMPING WORMS: A NEW GARDEN PEST (Part 3) 
By Joyce Tomaselli, CCEDC Community Horticulture Resource Educator 

Our March and April issues of Dutchess Dirt addressed this topic - a species of worms 
collectively called “Jumping Worms” which have been found in many places throughout our area 
including in home gardens.  

All worms in New York are introduced. The glaciers thousands of years ago eradicated native 
worms. Most of them are considered beneficial in our soil. Jumping worms however cause 
harm. They designated a prohibited invasive animal under New York’s 6 NYCRR Part 575 – 
Prohibited and Regulated Invasive Species (September 10, 2014) and cannot be sold, 
transported, or purchased in the State of New York.  

Jumping worms, Amynthas spp., cause harm in forests, turf and gardens. They are voracious 
eaters, can consume all the organic matter in the top few inches of soil in a few years, 
dramatically raise the pH of the soil and make it highly susceptible to erosion.   

http://ccedutchess.org/gardening/dutchess-dirt
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Last year these worms were observed in multiple places in Dutchess County and other places 
around the state. We would like to collect more information about their presence and numbers.  
In order to collect accurate data, correct identification is key. Jumping worms are identified by 
both their appearance and behavior. 

  

As discussed last month, the best time to find and identify jumping worms is in late August or 
September when the adults are large. The adult worms do not survive winter temperatures, but 
their cocoons do. Large worms observed in our gardens now are not jumping worms. They are 
most likely Nightcrawlers, of the Lumbricidae family.   

If you see jumping worms,please report your sightings to iMapInvasives an 
on-line, GIS-based data management system used to assist citizen scientists 
and natural resource professionals working to protect our natural resources 
from the threat of invasive species. Sightings of invasive species can be 
reported with your smartphone, tablet, or other mobile devices with an iMap 
mobile app, browser-based mapping tools, or via iNaturalist. Learn more at 
https://www.imapinvasives.org/ 

Or if you would rather, in Dutchess County sightings can be reported to Jdt225@cornell.edu.  
Please consider all the characteristics provided above for accurate identification. Provide details 
on the date, and location found, and a good photograph. If identification assistance is required, 
samples may be brought to our office weekdays 8:30 – 4:00 pm at the Farm and Home Center, 
2715 Route 44, Millbrook NY. Readers outside of Dutchess County should contact their local 
CCE for instructions. 
 
Recall that jumping worms are not active and noticeable until much warmer weather. Practice 
looking at large worms now to become comfortable identifying nightcrawlers so you can 
recognize jumping worms later in the summer.  

Meanwhile focus on preventing their spread. The cocoons are very small, overwinter in the soil 
and can be spread on roots of plants in the spring. Avoiding their spread now is important. Be 
careful when sharing and moving plants. Always check for worms and know where your 
plantings come from. Buy bare root stock when possible. Clean compost, soil and debris from 
vehicles, personal gear, equipment, and gardening tools before moving to and from sites. 
Read this  Cornell Jumping Worms Fact Sheet for more of the tips discussed last month.   
 
 
 
 

Photo courtesy Wisconsin DNR 

https://www.imapinvasives.org/
https://www.imapinvasives.org/
mailto:Jdt225@cornell.edu
https://blogs.cornell.edu/cerp/files/2017/11/JumpingWoms_FactSheet-11_15_17-2026fwt.pdf
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CCEDC MG TEMPORARY HOOP HOUSE UPATE 

             

To avoid any chance of spreading jumping worm in plant material, MG Volunteers created a 
temporary hoop house to grow perennials for our annual Plant Sale. The structure was created 
before the first nor’easter and held up well through the snow and rain of April. Now that 
nighttime temperatures are staying in the 40’s the sides are rolled up all the time. Some of the 
plants are growing so well that they have “graduated” to the north side of the greenhouse with 
plastic underneath the pots. Hopefully this weekend we’ll take the poly off so the plants can 
really soak up sunshine. After the plant sale, the structure will be disassembled and stored until 
next year.   

 

May 
By Joyce Tomaselli, CCEDC Community Horticulture Resource Educator 

 
April showers bring May flowers. Will this year’s April gloom bring May glory? Fingers crossed!  
 
Prepare your plants beds – a tip from MG Mary Grosskopf 
Cover your beds now with black plastic in anticipation of a late 
May planting. We covered our raised beds last year with great 
success, following advice from a Cornell Small Farms Webinar 
on Reduced Tillage. Beds covered for six weeks allows for 
successive sprouting of weed seeds in the soil which, 
consequently deprived of sunlight, are short lived. They 
disintegrate quickly so that the beds looked quite pristine when 
we removed the plastic around Memorial Day weekend. The soil 
maintained its moisture level. And, although some weeds did 
grow during the season the number was greatly reduced. 
Cornell recommends uncovering the beds a couple of days 
before you plan to plant to allow any trapped gases to leave the 
soil. 
 
Weather 

 Every year we’re asked, “What will be the last frost date?” an impossible question to 
answer. There are a few tools though, which can be useful. The Northeast Regional 
Climate Center at www.nrcc.cornell.edu has several reports such as the Average Last 
Frost Date 1971-2000 and the Current Two-Inch Soil Temperature Map. Both show how 
different the weather is across Dutchess County. A general rule of thumb is that the last 

http://www.nrcc.cornell.edu/
http://www.nrcc.cornell.edu/services/blog/2011/05/10_last_frost/index.html
http://www.nrcc.cornell.edu/services/blog/2011/05/10_last_frost/index.html
http://newa.cornell.edu/index.php?page=soil-temperature-map
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frost date is May 15th to 20th. But there are always exceptions. It’s always better to wait a 
little longer before planting tender plants. Finding them frozen is not pleasant.  
  

After the danger of frost has passed 

 Plant beans, cucumbers, leaf lettuce, melons, squash and warm season vegetables 
(tomatoes, peppers and eggplants).   

 Plant summer bulbs. For successive blooming plant gladiolus at two-week intervals. 

 Move houseplants outside gradually avoiding a quick transition to hot sun.  

 Prune spring flowering shrubs after flowering. 

  

CCEDC MASTER GARDENER SPRING PLANT SALE May 18 & 19 
 

 

Each year, Master Gardener volunteers and CCE staff hold our annual plant sale in May, at the 
Dutchess County Farm & Home Center in Millbrook. Our volunteers grow and sell a wide variety 
of annuals, perennials, vegetables and herbs. Some of these varieties are “tried and true” 
favorites, others are exciting new introductions. This is our primary fundraiser and we count on 
your support! At this event, we also have a Master Gardener info booth set up. Our volunteers 
are available to answer your gardening questions and to help you make your plant selections. 

The 2018 plant sale is scheduled for May 18 (from 10 AM-4 PM) & 19 (from 9 AM-2 PM). No 
early birds please! Visit http://ccedutchess.org/gardening/spring-plant-sale for a list of the plants 
that will be for sale. Gift certificates are available for our Master Gardener Plant Sale which are 
a welcome gift for any gardener! Certificates may be purchased for any amount and are not 
redeemable for cash. To purchase a Master Gardener Plant Sale gift certificate, please contact 
Nancy Halas by e-mail or by calling 845-677-8223 × 115. 

This year, given the concern about jumping worms, we will be selling perennials grown from 
plugs purchased from commercial growers. We worked with the growers to make them aware of 
jumping worms and how to identify them, then only ordered from those growers who confirmed 
their plants are potted in sterile medium and grown in structures, not field grown or on the 
ground. This will ensure the plants don’t contain any worms or cocoons. Although there are 
recommendations for thorough washing of bare roots plants to remove cocoons, we have 
decided to be especially cautious to avoid the potential spread of jumping worms.  

http://ccedutchess.org/gardening/spring-plant-sale
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UPCOMING EVENTS  
 

Saturday, May 5, 10:00 am, Stanford Free Library, 14 Creamery Road, Stanfordville, NY, 
“Mediterranean Herbs” by CCEDC Master Gardener volunteer Anthula Natsoulas. For more 
information, visit www.stanfordlibrary.org 

Sunday, May 6, 2-4 pm, Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee Spring Workshop at 
United Methodist Church, 1 Church St., Hyde, “Native Plants and Management of Natural 
Areas” by Meg Ronsheim, Professor of Biology and former Director of the Environmental 
Studies Program at Vassar College. Free. RSVP to Joe Marrine (845) 229-2958 or Marti Nichol 
(845) 229-5088  

Saturday, May 5 and May 12, 9am – 2pm, Poughkeepsie Farm Project, 51 Vassar Farm Ln, 
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603, Open Farm & Plant Sale. Fun activities for the whole family. Nearly 
2000 varieties of vegetables, flowers and herbs raised in the greenhouse, heirloom seeds, and 
PFP merchandise. For more information visit www.farmproject.org 

Saturday, May 12, 9am – noon, Fishkill Town Hall Lower Level, 807 Route 52, Fishkill,  
Verplanck Garden Club Annual Pre-Mother's Day Plant Sale. Herbs, annuals, flowering 
baskets, perennials from members' gardens, gifts for mom, master gardener consultation, kid's 
crafts, raffle. For more information email: verplanckgardenclub@yahoo.com or visit our 
Facebook page:  The Verplanck Garden Club. 

Saturday, May 19, 9-11am, rain or shine, Beatrix Farrand Garden at Bellefield, 4097 Albany 
Post Rd, Hyde Park, NY 12538, HANDS-in-the-DIRT Workshop, Fertilization and Soil 
Amendment. Learn about testing soils, planting for the conditions you have, common soil 
amendments and the use of fertilizers in the backyard garden. Free for members, $10 for non-
members. For more information click here.   

Tuesday, May 22, 6:30, Pleasant Valley Library, 1484 Main Street, Pleasant Valley, “Tussie 
Mussies” by CCEDC Master Gardener Donna Croshier. For more information visit 
http://pleasantvalleylibrary.org or call 845-635-8460.   

Friday, May 25, 6:00 pm, LaGrange Library, 488 Freedom Plains Rd, “Gardening 101’ by 
MG volunteer Donna Croshier. For more information visit www.laglib.org  

Sunday June 3, 2-4pm, Beatrix Farrand Garden at Bellefield, 4097 Albany Post Rd, Hyde 
Park, NY 12538, 12th Annual Bellefield Design Lecture, “The Beauty of Biodiversity: 
Practical Strategies for More Lush, Abundant and Resilient Plantings”, by Thomas Rainer, 
landscape architect. Tickets $35 for members, $45 for non-members. Click here for more 
information.   

Saturday, June 9, 10:00 am, Stanford Free Library, 14 Creamery Road, Stanfordville, NY, 
“Kids Program, Growing Seeds” by CCEDC Master Gardener volunteer Kathy Smith. For 
more information, visit www.stanfordlibrary.org 

Saturday June 16, 9am-3pm, Hyde Park Visual Environment Committee, Hyde Park in 
Bloom 2018 Tour. Brunch, silent auction and garden tours of private and public gardens 
throughout Hyde Park. Tickets $35 for members, $45 for non-members. For more information 
and to purchase tickets online click here.    

http://www.stanfordlibrary.org/
www.farmproject.org
mailto:verplanckgardenclub@yahoo.com
http://www.beatrixfarrandgardenhydepark.org/special-events/index.html
http://pleasantvalleylibrary.orgo/
http://www.laglib.org/
http://www.beatrixfarrandgardenhydepark.org/special-events/index.html
http://www.stanfordlibrary.org/
http://www.hydeparkvec.org/calendar
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SUBMIT UPCOMING EVENTS 
Would you like to submit information on an upcoming gardening event to be shared in this 
newsletter?  Please send an email to Nancy Halas at nh26@cornell.edu or Joyce Tomaselli 
jdt225@cornell.edu by the 25th of each month to be included in the next month’s newsletter.  
Please include the date, time, location, a short description, cost and contact information for  
more details. 

WEBSITES TO VISIT 

 Cornell Home Gardening Growing Guides 

 Cornell Lawn Care: The Easiest Steps to an Attractive Environmental Asset 

 University of Rhode Island TickEncounter Resource Center 

 NYSIPM: The new tick in town (part 1) 

 NYSIPM: The new tick in town (part 2) 

 
 

MONTHLY ID QUIZ 
 

     
Scores of these soft fluffy balls appear on the 
ground in spring. These came from an 
American sycamore tree, American sycamore 
(Platanus occidentalis).   

A huge White Pine toppled in last month’s 
wind storm. Looking at the trunk of the tree, 
there are three clues why. Can you identify 
them?   

 
 

Need Soil pH Testing? Need Lawn or Plant Diagnosis? 
Have any gardening questions? 

 
The Horticulture Hotline, (845) 677-5067 is open April to October each Wednesday from 9am 
to noon.  Questions can also be submitted to our website at www.CCEDutchess.org/gardening   
 
Samples for identification or diagnosis can be submitted Monday through Friday, 8:30 am to 
4:00 pm all year long. There is a $15 fee for samples. Visit our Horticulture Diagnostic Lab 
website for reliable resources and information on our services.  
 
 
 

mailto:nh26@cornell.edu
mailto:jdt225@cornell.edu
http://www.gardening.cornell.edu/homegardening/index.html
http://turf.cals.cornell.edu/lawn/lawn-care-the-easiest-steps-to-an-attractive-environmental-asset/
http://www.tickencounter.org/
https://blogs.cornell.edu/nysipm/2018/04/18/the-new-tick-in-town-part-l/
http://blogs.cornell.edu/nysipm/2018/04/27/the-new-tick-in-town-part-ll/
http://www.ccedutchess.org/gardening
http://www.ccedutchess.org/gardening/community-horticulture/horticulture-diagnostic-lab-hotline.php
http://www.ccedutchess.org/gardening/community-horticulture/horticulture-diagnostic-lab-hotline.php
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HELP SPREAD THE DIRT! Please forward a copy to anyone you think might be interested. To 
be added or removed from our e-mail list, or submit upcoming gardening events, contact Nancy 
Halas at nh26@cornell.edu, www.ccedutchess.org.  
 
 
 
 

 
Websites mentioned in Dutchess Dirt are provided as a courtesy to our readers. Mention of these websites does not imply 
endorsement by Cornell University, Cornell Cooperative Extension or by the author.  
 

  

Cornell Cooperative Extension is an employer and educator recognized for valuing AA/EEO, Protected Veterans, and 
Individuals with Disabilities and provides equal program and employment opportunities. 

The programs provided by this agency are partially funded by monies received from the County of Dutchess. 

mailto:nh26@cornell.edu
http://www.ccedutchess.org/

